Traders'Expectationsin Asset Markets:Experimental
Evidence
By ERNANHARUVY,YARONLAHAV,ANDCHARLESN. NOUSSAIR*
We elicit traders'predictions of future price trajectories in repeated experimental
marketsfor a 15-period-livedasset. Wefind that individuals'beliefs aboutprices are
adaptive, and primarilybased on past trendsin the currentand previous marketsin
which they haveparticipated. Most tradersdo not anticipate marketdownturnsthe
first time theyparticipate in a market,and, when experienced, they typically overestimate the time remainingbeforemarketpeaks and downturnsoccur. Whenprices
deviatefromfundamental values, belief data are informativeto an observer in predicting the directionoffuture price movementsand the timingof marketpeaks. (JEL
C91, D12, D84, Gil)

The effect of past prices on traders'expectations of future price movements is undisputed.
Financialanalystsroutinelyspeculateabouthow
particularevents and patternsof marketactivity
influence investor expectations, and academic
studies have considered how expectations' are
formed (see, for example, Roger G. Clarke
and Meir Statman 1998, or Kenneth L. Fisher
and Statman 2000). A related issue is whether
investors' expectations, and their pessimism or
optimism about future price trends, are informative about the futuredirection of the market.
Analysts attemptto gauge investorexpectations
and draw conclusions aboutthe direction of the
marketfrom these measures.Though the debate
is still ongoing in the academic literature,there
are some indications that investor expectations
are useful in predictingfutureprice movements
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1 Some of these
studies examine "trader sentiment,"
typically stated in terms such as "bullish," "bearish,"
"pessimistic," or "exuberant."Sentiment is generally only
directional, referringto an anticipatedincrease or decrease
in price. In this paper, however, we use the term "expectations" to refer to the point predictions individuals make
about future prices.
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(Wayne Y. Lee, Christine X. Jiang, and Daniel
C. Indro 2002; Charles M. C. Lee, Andrei
Shleifer, and Richard H. Thaler 1991) and the
deviation of market prices from fundamentals
(GregoryW. Brown and Michael T. Cliff 2005).
The implications of different assumptions of
expectation formation on market activity have
been extensively investigated (see, for example
David P. Brown and Robert H. Jennings 1989;
Bruce D. Grundy and Maureen McNichols
1989; Hua He and Jiang Wang 1995; Nicholas
Barberis,Shleifer, and RobertVishny 1998).
While appropriatemodeling of expectation
formation on the part of traders is crucial to
understandingthe behavior of asset markets,
individuals'beliefs aboutfutureprices are typically unobservable to researchers. However,
modern methodological techniques in experimental financeand economics allow researchers
to overcomethis unobservability,and do permit
direct measurement of expectations, for some
classes of markets.The procedurefor doing so
is to elicit predictionsof futureprices from participants or observers of experimentalmarkets,
and to providemonetaryincentives for accurate
forecasts. Several authorshave studied expectations in asset markets(VernonL. Smith, Gerry
L. Suchanek,and Arlington W. Williams 1988;
RamonMarimonand ShyamSunder,1993;Joep
Sonnemans et al. 2004; Cars H. Hommes et al.
2005; Giulio Bottazzi and Maria G. Devetag
2005; ShinichiHirotaandSunder2004; Frederic
Koessler, Noussair, and Anthony Ziegelmeyer
2005) using this approach.
The focus of this paper is on traders'expectations in repeated experimental markets that
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exhibit price bubbles and crashes, but eventually converge to fundamentalvalues. We consider the role of expectations in generatingthe
bubbles and crashes, and how expectations
react to such price patterns.We also study how
expectationsevolve, respondto, and influence a
market as it converges to fundamentalpricing.
The parametric structure of the asset market
we examine was first studied experimentally
by Smith, Suchanek, and Williams (1988). We
chose this parametricstructurein orderto facilitate the interpretationof our results within the
existing literature2and because it reliably produces severalmarketpatternsthatare of interest
to us here. It is well documentedthat this parametric structuregenerates bubbles and crashes
when market participants are inexperienced
with a similar environment. Prices gradually
approach fundamentals when the same individuals interact repeatedly in similar markets
(Smith, Suchanek,and Williams 1988; MarkB.
Van Boening, Williams, and Shawn LaMaster
1993; Martin Dufwenberg, Tobias Lindqvist,
and Evan Moore 2005).
In this project,in contrastto the studies cited
above, we study individual traders' long-term
expectations.While previousstudies, beginning
with Smith, Suchanek, and Williams (1988),
2 The experiments of Smith, Suchanek, and Williams
(1988) have been replicated extensively. See Sunder (1995)
for a survey. Subsequent research has shown that bubbles
are robustto changes in markettradingrules (Van Boening,
Williams, and LaMaster 1993). RonaldR. King et al. (1993)
have shown that changes in the traderpopulation, the distribution of initial endowments, and margin buying constraints do not reduce bubbles. Bubbles also occur under
the addition of a futures marketmaturinghalf way through
the lifetime of the asset (David P. Porter and Smith 1995),
relaxation of cash constraints (Gunduz Caginalp, Porter,
and Smith 2000), a fundamentalvalue that is constant over
time (Noussair, Stephane Robin, and Bernard Ruffieux
2001), and tournament incentives (Duncan James and R.
Mark Isaac 2000). Vivian Lei, Noussair, and Charles R.
Plott (2001) have argued that decision errors as well as
speculation contribute to bubble formation. Haruvy and
Noussair (2006) have shown that prices decrease to levels below fundamental values when sufficiently large
short selling capacity is introduced. Noussair and Steven
Tucker (2006) have shown that spot market bubbles do
not occur if there is a futures market maturing in every
future period in operation, along with the spot market for
the asset. Experience reduces the incidence and the magnitude of price bubbles (Smith, Suchanek, and Williams
1988; Van Boening, Williams, and LaMaster 1993; Martin
Dufwenberg, Lindqvist, and Moore 2005).

have elicited predictionsof prices for one period
into the future,in our design, traderspredictthe
price trajectoryover all future periods of the
asset's life in a given market, and are permitted to updatetheir predictionsafter each period
of trading.This feature of our design allows us
to investigate the relationship between trader
expectations of prices in the distant future and
price bubbles and crashes. This is essential to
understandingthe interplayof beliefs and market activity in long-lived asset markets,because
in a long-lived asset market, trading decisions
may be guided by price expectations for the
distant future. Furthermore, unlike previous
studies, we also consider expectations of individuals who participatein four consecutiveasset
marketswith an identicalstructure,and thus are
able to track the interdependent relationship
between market activity and traders' beliefs
until the market fully converges to its fundamental value.
We focus our analysis on the issues raised in
the first paragraph.We first study how expectations form and evolve in response to market
data, with emphasis on the influence of trends
within andbetweenmarketsand the relationship
between experience and expectations. We next
examine whetherbeliefs are accuratepredictors
of futureprice movements,including the timing
of price peaks. Lastly, we investigate whether
observations of traders'price expectations can
be useful in forecastingfutureprices andtrends.
Section I presents three hypotheses that serve
as the basis for the design and analysis of our
experiment,Section II describes the experimental design, Section III presents our results, and
Section IV providesa conclusion and interpretation of our findings.
I. Hypotheses
Three hypothesesserve as the primaryguides
for the experimental design and analysis conducted in this paper. The first hypothesis concerns the natureof the beliefs that agents hold,
and the hypothesis originates from previous
experimental work on expectation formation,
and the empirical studies listed in the firstparagraph of the introduction.While this study is
the first to investigate long-term expectations
of traders in an experimental market, previous studies of marketsin related environments
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indicate that expectations about the immediate
future reflect a continuation of previous market trends. The intuition that expectations are
a function of history is also in the spirit of a
literature in experimental economics that has
modeled play in normal form games under the
assumption that individual beliefs are a function of outcomes in the observed past (see for
example Vincent P. Crawford1995; Yin-Wang
Cheung and Daniel Friedman 1997; Colin F.
Camerer and Teck-Hua Ho 1999; and Drew
Fudenbergand David Levine 1998). Thus, we
hypothesize that expectations are a function of
priormarkettrends.
In the design that we consider, which is
described in detail in Section II, subjects participate in a sequence of identical markets.
Therefore,there are two trends that might reasonably be expected to be importantin the formation of expectationsabout future prices. The
first is the trend of price evolution from one
periodto the next withinthe currentmarket.The
second is the trend between one period and the
next in priormarkets.Expectationsmay reflecta
continuationof trendsin price changes over the
sequence of markets. The hypothesis is stated
informally below and given a precise specification in Section III.
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The third hypothesis is motivated by the
empirical work described earlier indicating
that expectations influence market activity. In
other words, the informationcontained in traders' expectationsis useful to an observertrying
to predict future price movements. Notice that
the hypothesis is not necessarily supported if
individuals' price expectations are unbiased,
because expectation information may offer no
additionalpredictive power to an observer who
alreadyuses the price data and the fundamental
value to form predictions.We consider whether
an observer with knowledge of trader predictions can predict price patternsbetter than one
could predict using simple rules based on prior
trends and fundamentalvalue information.We
investigate the issue with respect to predictions
of future price movements and the timing of
marketpeaks.
HYPOTHESIS3: Informationon trader expectations provides an observer with additional
power to predict price movementsand market
peaks beyond that from knowing (a) the difference between current price and fundamental value, and (b) the prior price history of the
market.
II. ExperimentalDesignand Procedures

HYPOTHESIS 1: Individuals' price expectations are a function of price trends within the
currentmarket,as well as in prior markets.
Notice that supportof Hypothesis 1 requires
thatin a marketthatis in a bubble,suchas is often
the case for the marketsstudied here, beliefs do
not coincide with fundamentalvalues. However,
while Hypothesis 1 indicates that beliefs are
backwardlooking, it does allow, withoutimplying, that expectationsare unbiasedin predicting
actual future prices. The second hypothesis of
our study, stated informally below and given a
specific testableformulationin Section III, is that
individuals have unbiased expectations about
future marketactivity.We consider the validity
of the hypothesis with regardto short-termprice
movementsand the timing of marketpeaks.
HYPOTHESIS 2: Individuals' price expectations are unbiased predictors of future price
movementsand of the time at whichprice peaks
Occur.

The data were gathered in six experimental
sessions conductedat EmoryUniversity,located
in Atlanta,Georgia.All participantswere undergraduate students who were inexperienced in
asset marketexperiments.Nine subjectsparticipated in each session (with one session having
only eight subjects), and no individual participated in more than one session. Each session
lasted approximatelythree hours, including the
first 45 minutes during which the experimenter
readthe instructionsandtrainedthe participants
in the use of the marketsoftware.Earningsaveraged 45 US dollars per subject. In five of six
sessions, four marketswere organizedthat operated sequentially.One session consisted of three
sequentialmarkets.In each market,participants
could tradean asset with a life of 15 periods.
Each of the nine participantspossessed an
initial endowmentof cash and units of the asset
at the beginning of period 1 in each of the four
markets. Three participants were endowed
with three units of the asset and 112 francs (the
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experimentalcurrency),three more participants
were endowedwith two units of the asset and 292
francs, and the remaining three were endowed
with one unit of the asset and 472 francs. An
individual'sinitial cash balance and asset inventory at the beginning of period 1 was the same
in each market,and the inventoryand balances
held at the end of period 15 disappearedafterthe
period dividend was paid and total earnings for
that market were calculated. Within each market, however,individualinventoriesof asset and
cash balances carried over from one period to
the next. Thatis, the quantitiesof cash andassets
an individual had at the end of period t of market m after the dividend had been paid equaled
his quantitiesof cash and assets at the beginning
of period t + 1 of marketm. The exchange rate
of experimentalcurrencyto US dollars was 70
francs of earnings in the marketsto one dollar
of compensationto the participant.The market
was computerizedand used call markettrading
rules implemented with the z-Tree computer
program(Urs Fischbacher2007).
The parameters,including the allocation of
individual endowments of shares and cash balances, the numberof periodsandtraders,andthe
distributionof dividends,were identicalto those
in design 4 of Smith, Suchanek, and Williams
(1988), but with the dividendpaymentsand cash
balances equal to one franc in our study for
every two US cents in theirs. Specifically, at the
end of each period, each unit of the asset paid
a dividend of 0, 4, 14, or 30 francs, each with
equal probability. The dividend was independently drawn for each period. The distribution
of the dividends and the fact that the expected
dividend was 12 francs per period were common knowledge among the participants. The
participantsreceived a table at the beginning of
the experimentdescribingthe expected value of
the asset's dividend stream at the beginning of
each period. The fundamentalvalue of the asset
in any period t equaled the expected dividend
in each period, 12 francs, times the numberof
dividend drawsremaining (16 - t draws).
A marketfor the asset operatedeach period.
The market employed call market rules (as in,
for example, Friedman 1993; Van Boening,
Williams, and LaMaster 1993; and Timothy N.
Cason and Friedman 1997). In a call market,all
bids and asks for a period are submittedsimultaneously, aggregated into market demand and
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supply curves, and the market is cleared at a
uniformprice for all transactionsof that period.
The call market design is better suited for the
purpose of belief elicitation than the more commonly used continuous double-auctiondesign.
In a double auctionmarket,differentunits typically trade at different prices within periods.
This makes beliefs aboutprices in futureperiods
more difficult to elicit, since a "periodprice"is
not unambiguouslydefined. See Sunder (1995)
for more detailed discussion of the advantages
and disadvantagesof call marketversus continuous double-auctiondesign.
In each period, each participant had an
opportunity to submit one buy order and one
sell orderto the market.An individual'ssubmitted buy order consisted of only one price and
a maximum quantity the individual was willing to purchaseat that price. Similarly,his sell
order consisted of only one price and a maximum quantity the individual offered to sell at
that price. Individualsdid not observe any other
agent's orders for the period when submitting
their own orders.After all the participantssubmitted their decisions, the computercalculated
the marketprice-the lowest equilibriumprice
in the intersection of the market demand and
supply curves constructed from the individual
buy and sell orders. Participants who submitted buy orders at prices above the marketprice
made purchases, and those who submitted sell
orders at prices below the market price made
sales. Any ties for last accepted buy or sell order
were broken randomly. Participants were not
permittedto sell shortor to borrowfunds.
Before submitting their orders for each
period, the participantswere asked to predict
the market prices in every future period for
the market currentlyin progress. For example,
before period 1, each individualwas requiredto
submit 15 predictions, one prediction for each
of the prices in periods 1-15 of the currentmarket. Before period 12, each individual submitted four predictions,one each for periods 12, 13,
14, and 15. Individuals typed their predictions
into designatedfields on their computerscreens.
Each participantreceived a payment for accurate predictions,and the closer a predictionwas
to the actual closing price, the higher the payment that was awarded. Table 1 describes the
payment schedule in effect for each prediction
any individual submitted. While a quadratic
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TABLE 1-PAYMENT

SCHEDULE FOR ACCURACY OF

PREDICTIONS: ALL INDIVIDUALS, MARKETS, AND SESSIONS

Earnings to individual
submittingprediction

Level of accuracy
Within 10 percent of actual price
Within 25 percent of actual price
Within 50 percent of actual price

5 francs
2 francs
1 franc

scoring rule is often used for belief elicitation
(Allen H. Murphyand RobertL. Winkler 1970;
Bruno DeFinetti 1965), we chose our incentive
scheme in order to keep instructions simple in
this relativelycomplex experiment.
The level of payment reflected a trade-off
between being high enough to motivate the
participants to submit predictions that were
consistent with their true beliefs, and being low
enough to preventtradingbased on the incentive
to receive the paymentsfor accurateprediction.
As we note in Section III, the marketprice patterns are similar to those observed in previous
studies in which expectationswere not elicited.
This indicates that the elicitation of beliefs did
not distort market patterns in any qualitative
way. The accuracyof each predictionwas evaluated separately.For example, a participantwho
predicted the actual market price of period 15
within 10 percent at the beginning of period 10,
as well as at the beginningof period 11,received
a separatemonetarypaymentfor each of the two
forecasts.
The informationprovidedto each individual
at the end of each periodconsisted of the market
price, the dividend,the numberof units of asset
he acquired and sold, his current inventory of
the asset, the cash he received from sales and
spent on purchases, his current cash balance,
the income he earned from predictions (sorted
by accuracy, 10 percent, 25 percent, and 50
percent), and the cumulative earnings for the
session. Prices from all previous periods and
markets were displayed in a table on the computerscreen at the time subjectssubmittedtheir
predictions,as well as at the time they submitted
their marketorders.
III. Results
We firstpresentthe overallpatternsin market
prices, and verify that in our experiment(a) the
bubble/crashpattern is observed when traders
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are inexperienced, and (b) the magnitude of
bubblesdecreases with repetitionof the market,
converging to close to fundamental values in
market4. Therefore,the elicitationof beliefs did
not affect the qualitative patterns observed in
previousstudies of marketswith a similar structure. We then present some general patternsin
belief statements.We note that individuals fail
to predict that a crash will occur in market 1,
and that they consistentlyoverestimatethe time
remaining before the peak price period, the
period in which the highest price is observed, in
markets2-4. At the beginning of each of these
markets, traders also consistently overestimate
the magnitudeof the bubbles that will occur in
future periods of the currentmarket.This bias,
coupled with the fact that bubbles decline in
magnitude as the market is repeated, suggests
that prices convergetowardfundamentalsahead
of beliefs.
In Section IIIB, we analyze the determinants
of expectationsof price patternsin the marketin
detail, and find that expectations are primarily
adaptive.They reflect anticipationof a continuation of previous trends from one period to the
next, as well as from one marketto the next, supporting Hypothesis 1. Expectations of market
peaks are also consistent with a simple model
of adaptive dynamics. The existence of adaptive dynamics suggests the mechanism whereby
convergencetowardfundamentalvalues occurs
in this type of asset market. Traders employ
profitablestrategiesgiven their adaptiveexpectations, increasing net market demand when
they expect prices to rise, while increasing net
supplywhen they believe that a marketpeak and
downturnis approaching.Because this behavior
causes market prices to deviate from expectations, Hypothesis 2 is not supportedin markets
where a bubble occurs. The trading behavior
just described reduces the size of bubbles and
induces earlierprice peaks with repetitionof the
market, moving the time series of transaction
prices closer to fundamentals.After prices and
expectations have converged to fundamentals,
the data are consistent with Hypothesis 2, and
expectations have become accurate predictors
of futureprices.
We then consider,in Section IIIC, whetheran
observerof all of the belief datacan use the data
to improvethe accuracyof predictionsof future
prices and price changes. We find that the belief
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FIGURE 1. TRANSACTION PRICE IN EACH PERIOD, ALL MARKETS AND SESSIONS

information, when suitably transformed and
interpretedto accountfortraders'biases, can be a
veryusefultool to predictfuturepricemovements
and market peaks, supporting Hypothesis 3.
Belief information improves predictions of
future market activity beyond the predictions
obtained from the use of previous price trends
and fundamentalvalue informationalone.
A. Descriptive Summaryof the Data
Figure 1 illustrates the transaction price in
each periodof each marketin each session, along
with the fundamentalvalue. Each panel corresponds to one of the markets, and within each
panel, each time series representsthe activity in
one session. The figure conveys the impression
that marketspopulatedwith inexperienced subjects exhibit bubbles and crashes, and bubbles

become smaller in magnitude as subjects gain
more experience.
In market 1, shown in the upper-leftpanel of
the figure,thereis a generaltendencyfor bubbles
to form. Prices increase over the firstten periods
to prices greaterthan fundamentalvalues in all
sessions. Define the peak price period of a market m as the period in which the highest price
occurs (if there is a tie, we select the last period
satisfying this condition).In market 1, the peak
price period averages 12.3. All but one of the
marketsexhibit a crash, if a crash is defined as a
decrease of at least 60 francs (two-thirdsof the
averagevalue of the fundamental)in price from
one period to the next, some time in periods
13-15. While we recognize that crashes are of
interest, in the analysis that follows, we will use
the peak price period as a measure of the timing of a change in marketdirection ratherthan
a crash. This is because the peak price period is
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FIGURE 2. ACTUAL PEAK PRICE PERIOD IN EACH MARKET, ALL SESSIONS

unambiguouslydefined,while the definitionof a
crash is somewhatarbitrary.
In market2, there is also a tendency for bubbles and crashes to occur, althoughthe bubbles
tend to be smallerin magnitudeand crashesearlier in occurrence than in market 1. The market price peak occurs on averagein period 7 in
market2. The trendtowardsmallerbubblesand
crashes and earlierpeak price periods continues
during markets 3 and 4. The price peak occurs
on average in periods 3.7 and 2.8, in markets3
and 4, respectively.A histogramof the period in
which the price peak occursis shownin Figure2.
The horizontal axis indicates the marketperiod
in which the price peak occurs. The vertical
axes show the counts of the numberof sessions
in which the price peak occurs duringeach particular period. Each panel corresponds to one
of the markets.The figure illustratesthe strong
tendency for peak price periods to occur earlier

and earlier from one market to the next. This
is consistentwith convergenceto fundamentals,
which implies a peak price period of 1.
Comparisonof the values of severalmeasures
of bubbles, which previous authorshave introduced to the literature (see Ronald R. King et
al. 1993;Van Boening, Williams, and LaMaster
1993; Haruvy and Noussair 2006), confirms
the result that bubbles decline with experience.
This result is consistent with other studies that
have examined the impact of experience (e.g.,
Van Boening, Williams, and LaMaster 1993;
Dufwenberg, Lindqvist, and Moore 2005). The
data are shown in Table 2, which indicates the
value of each measurein each market,averaged
across all of the sessions. A higher value of any
of the variables is associated with a bubble of
largermagnitude.Turnoveris a simple normalized measure of the amount of trading activity over the course of the 15 periods that the
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TABLE2-BUBBLE MEASURESFORPRICESIN MARKETS1-4, AVERAGED
OVERALL SESSIONS

(Between-sessionstandarddeviationshown in parentheses)
Market

Measure of bubble magnitude
Turnover
Amplitude
Normalized deviation
Boom duration
Total dispersion
Averagebias
Upwardtrend duration

1
2.20
(0.59)
8.83
(3.61)
2.19
(0.27)
8.67
(1.03)
1,561.83
(469.66)
43.70
(34.96)
11.17
(1.47)

2

3

4

1.70
(0.61)
2.87
(1.82)
1.29
(0.60)
9.00
(2.97)
1,101.83
(494.53)
43.41
(37.03)
5.33
(3.72)

1.43
(0.45)
1.82
(0.70)
0.53
(0.23)
5.83
(4.71)
524.33
(146.35)
8.47
(22.94)
2.50
(1.38)

1.60
(0.28)
0.86
(0.33)
0.36
(0.14)
2.60
(1.14)
320.00
(101.73)
-7.76
(8.87)
1.40
(0.89)

marketis in operation.It is defined as Turnover
= (tq,)/(TSU), where q, is the quantityof units
of the asset exchanged in period t, and TSU is
equal to the total stock of units in the market.
High Turnoversuggests the presenceof an asset
market bubble. If it were common knowledge
that markets were to track fundamentalvalues
throughoutthe life of the asset, there would be
little reasonto exchangelargequantitiesof units.
Large quantities suggest speculation on future
price changes or errorsin decision making.
The Amplitude of a bubble is a measure of
the magnitude of overall price changes relative to the fundamental value over the life of
the asset. Amplitude = maxt((Pt - ft)/ft} mintI(Pt - ft)/f,}, where f, equals the fundamental value in period t, and P, is the price
in period t. Normalized Deviation takes both
price and quantity into account. It is defined
as Normalized Deviation = , ql P, - ftI/TSU.
A high Normalized Deviation reflects high
trading volumes and deviations of prices from
fundamentalvalues. The Boom Duration is the
maximum number of consecutive periods during the 15-periodtradinghorizon that the price
exceeds the fundamentalvalue. A high value of
Boom Duration indicates that the asset trades
above fundamental value for a sustained time
interval. The Total Dispersion = t|P, - f,

Signed ranktest
for differences
between
consecutivemarkets
(p-value)
0.280
0.001
< 0.001
0.063
0.003
0.035
0.001

indicates the closeness of the correspondence
between prices and fundamentalvalues, period
by period, a higher value indicating larger differences. Anothermeasure is the AverageBias,
the average, over all 15 periods, of the deviation of period price from period fundamental
value. The Average Bias equals I,(P, - f,)/15.
A high AverageBias indicates a long-termtendency for prices to stay above fundamentalsand
an Average Bias close to zero occurs if prices
are on averageclose to fundamentals.The last
measureis UpwardTrendDuration, the number
of consecutive periods that the price increases
from one period to the next within a session.
Because the fundamental value is decreasing
every period, a sustained period of time during
which prices are increasing indicates inconsistency with pricing at fundamentals.
The data in Table 2 confirm that bubbles
are declining with repetition of the market.
Averaged over the six sessions, only Turnover
and Boom Duration exhibit an increase at any
time from one market to the next. Turnover
attains a slightly higher value in market4 than
in market3, andBoom Durationexhibitsa small
increase between markets 1 and 2. At the level
of the individual session, of the 17 instances
in which a market follows a previous market
(markets2-4 in each session), the value of each
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FIGURE 3. AVERAGE PREDICTION FOR EACH PERIOD IN EACH MARKET, SESSION 6

measure is decreasing at least 11 times, with
Total Dispersion and Normalized Deviation
decreasing in 16 of 17 possible instances. For
the pooled data from all sessions, a Wilcoxon
signed rank test for differences between consecutive markets (treatingany two consecutive
markets within a session as a unit of observation for a total of 17 observations)rejects the
hypotheses that Total Dispersion, AverageBias,
Amplitude, Normalized Deviation, and Upward
Trend Duration are not changing from one
period to the next, in favorof the hypothesis that
they are decreasing.The differencesin Turnover
and Boom Duration between consecutive markets are not significant at the 5 percent level by
the signed rank test.
Figure3 illustratesthe averagepredictedprice
submittedby the nine individualsin each period
in each market of session 6. The other five ses-

sions follow similar patterns. The axis labeled
"Periodof Elicitation"correspondsto the period
during which the participants were asked to
submit their predictions.The periods for which
prices are being predicted are indicated along
the axis labeled "Period Forecasted."The vertical axis is the average price the nine traders
submitin the period of elicitation,when predicting the price that will be realized in the period
forecasted.Each panel correspondsto one of the
four markets.
Several prominent patterns appear in the
figure. Prior to period 1 of market 1, before
individuals have any experience in the market,
individualshave expectationsof constantfuture
price trajectories.This can be seen in the lowerleft part of the panel correspondingto market 1.
This indicates that the fundamentalvalue is not
interpretedas an anticipatedtrajectoryof future
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prices. This is the case even though the dividend process was prominentlyemphasized, in
the explanation of the environmentduring the
instruction at the beginning of the experiment,
and thus these marketscan be viewed as "bestcase scenarios"for the existence of initial expectations that prices will trackfundamentals.
In the early periods of market1, most individuals predict that prices will remain constant at
currentlevels. This can be seen in the figure in
the datacorrespondingto elicitationperiods 1-5
in the panel describing market 1, and is cross
referenced with Figure 1, which contains the
price trajectoryfor the same session. After a few
periods, during which the market is typically
characterizedby an increase in prices, expectations for the future reflect a continuing upward
trendfor the durationof the market.Rarelydoes
any individual expect a crash to occur at any
time in the future duringmarket1, and expectations of futureprice peaks and declines are rare
before one actually occurs. In market 1, only 5
of 53 individualsanticipatea crash (definedas a
decrease in price of at least 60 from one period
to the next) in any of the 15 predictionvectors
they submit, while crashes nonetheless occur at
some time duringmarket 1 of every session.
At the outset of market2, most agents anticipate a price trajectorythatis similarto thatof the
previous market, though the magnitude of the
bubble is not expected to be as large. Initially,
the market price peak is anticipated to occur
at the same time as in market 1. However,the
peak in market 2 occurs earlier than predicted,
as individuals run up the price in early periods
in anticipation of a price increase, and then
attempt to reduce their purchases and increase
their sales of the asset before they expect peak
prices to occur. In markets3 and 4, actualpeaks
also occur earlier than predicted,as individuals
again attempt to sell units and decrease purchases before they predict the market to peak.
This process moves the peak toward period 1,
where it lies if prices are trackingfundamental
values. Averageexpectationsin market4 arethat
prices will more or less trackfundamentals.3
3 The correlationsbetween the timing of a predictionof
a crash and the timing of an actual occurrence of a crash
are extremely small for all four markets.Considerthe variable ci, which equals 1 if individual i predicts a crash to
occur in period t of marketm when submittinga prediction
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Prices converge to fundamentals more
quickly than do expectations. This can be seen
in the data in Table 3, as compared to those in
Table 2. Table 3 reports the bubble measures,
averaged across individuals and sessions, for
the 15-period belief vectors traders submit
before period 1 in each market.We interpretthe
values of these measures as predicted bubble
magnitudes. Because no quantity information
is contained in the predictions,only those measures that are a function exclusively of prices,
Amplitude, Boom Duration, Total Dispersion,
Average Bias, and Upward Trend Duration,
are defined for the belief vectors. In market 1,
period 1 predictions underestimate the magnitude of the bubble, as all five measures are
greater for prices than for initial beliefs. For
each of markets2-4, however,the values of all
of the measures for belief vectors submittedin
period 1 are largerthan the values for the actual
price trajectories,with the slight exceptions of
the AverageBias in market2 and UpwardTrend
Duration in market4. Thus, after experiencing
at least one bubble, in all subsequent markets
the averagetraderexpects a bubblethatis larger
than the one that actually occurs. Therefore,the
process of convergenceto fundamentalshas the
propertythat convergenceof beliefs lags that of
prices.
To consider whether the stated belief vectors reflect individuals'actual beliefs, we check
whetherindividuals'trading strategiesare consistent with their stated beliefs. If individuals
wish to hedge theirtradingstrategies,by stating
beliefs that pay off in the event that their trading strategy is unprofitable,one would observe
widespread inconsistency between beliefs and
tradingstrategies.However,in only 85 of 3,045
observations, where an observationconsists of
an individual'sbuy orderin a given period, does
an individual submit a buy order at a price for
which the expected profit would be negative

in period k, and 0 otherwise. Consideralso the variable Ct,
which equals one if a crash occurs in period t of marketm.
The correlations between citkand Ct are not significantly
differentfrom zero in markets 1 and 4, and actually are significantlynegative for markets2 and 3. The correlationsare
0.0212, -0.0731, -0.0366, and -0.0007 in markets 1-4,
respectively.Therefore,a crash is no more likely to occur in
period t if more agents predict it would occur in period t.
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TABLE3-BUBBLE MEASURESFORBELIEFVECTORSSUBMITTEDIN PERIOD1, AVERAGED
OVERSESSIONS

(Between-sessionstandarddeviationshown in parentheses)
Market

Measure of bubble magnitude

Amplitude
Boomduration
Totaldispersion
Averagebias
Upwardtrendduration

1

2

3

4

3.49
(1.45)
3.17
(0.75)
818.32
(102.94)
-44.32
(12.29)
2.17
(0.41)

7.19
(4.70)
9.50
(1.22)
1,246.65
(288.51)
36.66
(36.43)
9.67
(1.37)

5.40
(4.15)
10.33
(1.63)
1,042.61
(381.96)
38.60
(30.96)
6.17
(2.32)

3.39
(3.20)
12.80
(2.05)
592.84
(333.83)
29.82
(25.24)
2.00
(1.00)

at all prices in the belief vector the individual
reportedjust before the currentperiod.4
Figure 4 illustrates the standard deviation
of predictions between subjects in session 6.
The horizontal axes indicate the periods of
elicitation and prediction, in the same fashion
as in Figure 3, and the vertical axis shows the
between-subject standard deviation. The patterns are qualitatively similar in the other five
sessions. Otherthan in the early periods of markets 2-4, thereis little variancebetween subjects
in predictions about the near future. In all but
the earliest periods of each market,however,the
variance increases the greater the time difference between the periods of elicitation and prediction. The varianceincreases over time within
market 1 as subjects' within-marketexperience
appears to lead to more heterogeneousbeliefs,
despite the greater amount of common experience in later periods. After a crash occurs in
market 1, the variance of beliefs decreases. In
markets2-4, individualsbegin the marketwith
4 Haruvy and Noussair (2005) compare price predictions submitted by participantswho trade in the marketto
those submittedby observerswho do not trade and get paid
only for accuracy of predictions, in markets in which all
traders are inexperienced. They find no significant differences between the accuracy of predictions of traders and
observers. The fact that the observers do not behave systematically differently from traders suggests that traders
are sincerely reporting their beliefs and that it is not the
case that untruthful predictions are being reported for the
purpose of hedging.

Signed rank test for
differences
between
consecutivemarkets
(p-values)

0.890
< 0.001
0.963
0.109
0.704

great heterogeneity in beliefs. In later periods,
as they accumulatemore observationsaboutthe
market,the variance decreases.
The between-subject variance of short-term
predictions is decreasing with repetition of the
market.To establish this, we calculate the variance of the predictions for one period into the
future,in each period of each marketin each session. We then sum the period variances within
each marketof each session. We then conduct a
signed ranktest of the hypothesisthatthereis no
changein varianceof predictionsone periodinto
the future between consecutive markets, using
each consecutivepair of marketsof each session
as a unit of observation. We then conduct the
same test for predictions of prices two periods
into the future and three periods into the future.
For predictionof one period into the future, we
reject the hypothesis of equality in favor of the
hypothesis that the variance is decreasing from
one market to the next (p-value = 0.01). This
downward trend remains for expectations two
periods (p-value = 0.04) and three periods (pvalue = 0.07) in advance.
B. How Do MarketData InfluenceBeliefs?
The apparentuse of previous trends in the
formationof belief vectors suggests that expectations are adaptive, or at least have an adaptive component. In this section, we show that
beliefs about price levels and marketpeaks can
be accurately modeled using previous trends.
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FIGURE 4. STANDARD DEVIATION OF PREDICTIONS BETWEEN SUBJECTS IN EACH PERIOD FOR EACH MARKET, SESSION 6

Considerthe estimationof the following simple
lag-adjustmentmodel to evaluate Hypothesis 1,
which is that expectationsare a function of historicalmarkettrends:
(1)

Bkt

= Ci +

a markettrend

+

/3periodtrend,

where Bifk, is individual i's prediction of the
price in period t + k of market m, and t is the
current period. The superscript denotes the
periodof prediction,andthe subscriptt indicates
the periodof elicitation. C;is an individual-specific intercept.For k = 0, the predictionis being
made for the tradingperiod about to begin and,
for k > 0, predictionsare made for the kthperiod
into the future.The Markettrendis the percentage changeobserved between periods t + k - 1
and t + k of the precedingmarket,appliedto the

price in period t + k - 1 in the currentmarket.
It capturesthe idea that an individualmight predict a change in price for a future period that is
similar to the percentage change that occurred
in the same period in the preceding market.
More precisely:
(2)

markettrend(m,t,k > 1)=
BP+knt
--

B)-,,,

-

1It+k- ln-f,t+k

Pm-l,t+k-1

where P,,,i~-,t+k
is the price in period t + k of
marketm - 1. For k = 0, we replace Bl k7l in
equation (2) with P,,,l,. The Periodtrendis the
trendof prices and expectationsbetween periods
t + k - 2 and t + k - 1 of the currentmarketm,
where t is the period of prediction. It captures
the idea that an individual might predict the
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TABLE 4A-STATED

TABLE 4B-STATED

BELIEFS AS A FUNCTION OF

Btk = Ci + a*markettrend+ fP*periodtrend
Markettrend(a)

Periodtrend(3)
0.388a
(0.006)
0.350a
(0.008)
0.542a
(0.007)
0.547a
(0.007)

0.497a
(0.008)
0.149a
(0.006)
0.121a
(0.005)

aIndicates coefficient is

Bt+k Ci +

0.87
0.74
0.73

significantlydifferentfrom zero

same percentage price change between periods
t + k - 1 and t + k as the one that occurred
between t + k - 2 and t + k - 1 of the current
market.The Periodtrendfor k > 1 equals
periodtrend(m,t,k)= BRt-+
+k-1

Bt+k-2
_at R7t+k-1t+i-m
Ut,m,t
Ui,m,t

Ui, m,t

Bt+k-2
Ui,m, t

For k = 0, we replace Bit,-1 in equation (3)
with Pmt and Bt+,-2 with Pmt-2 For k = 1,
we replace Bt+-2 with Pmt-1 According to
Hypothesis 1, as articulated in equation (1),
beliefs are a function of prices in previous
periods and markets.When no previousprice is
available, such as cases in which the prediction
period is k > 1 periods into the future relative
to the elicitation period, we use the individual's
concurrentlysubmittedbelief for the two periods
preceding the prediction period instead of the
actualmarketprice. The estimationis conducted
for all submitted predictions simultaneously?.
The results are shown in Table 4A. Both trend
variables are highly significant, and the R2
values are very high.6 More than 70 percent
5 The coefficients are estimatedin a simple linear regression. Each period's predictionin an individual's submitted
belief vector is considered an independent observation. In
each market, each individual provided 15 belief vectors
with 15-t predictions in each vector at the beginning of
periods t = (1,..., 15), for a total of 120 predictions per
individualper market.Heterogeneityof individuals is modeled with fixed effects.
6 There are many other potentially explanatory variables that one could add, including lagged prices, lagged

Yft+k

Fundamentalvalue (y)

R2
0.52

at the 1 percent level.

(3)

BELIEFS AS A FUNCTION OF

FUNDAMENTAL VALUE

MARKETTREND AND PERIODTREND

Market 1
(N = 6,201)
Market2
(N = 6,201)
Market3
(N = 6,201)
Market4
(N = 5,148)
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Market 1
(N = 4,823)
Market2
(N = 4,823)
Market3
(N = 4,823)
Market4
(N = 4,004)

-0.896a
(0.028)
0.377a
(0.033)
1.196a
(0.027)
1.049
(0.019)

R2
0.33
0.20
0.38
0.50

a

Indicates coefficient is significantly different from one
at the 1 percent level.

of the variation is explained by the two trend
variables, and they provide a parsimonious
model of belief formation in our markets. The
model is particularlyaccuratefor markets2-4.
An alternativepossibility is that expectations
at any point in time are that prices decline as
the fundamentalvalue declines. In any period,
in any market, such a fundamental-valuebased
expectation would be defined independentlyof
the pricing history. We consider a model where
individualspredict prices will track fundamentals, with a subject-specific premium or discount. The functionalform is Bt+fk
whereft+kisthe fundamentalvalue in period t +
k. An individualwho predictsthat prices would
exactly trackfundamentalswould set Ci = 0 and
y = 1. The resultsof the estimationare displayed
in Table4B. For all four markets,the R2 Ofthis
model of fundamentalexpectationsis at or below
0.5. Although the explanatorypower improves
for markets3 and 4, it is clearly inferior to the
model specified in (1).
Of particular interest are the beliefs about
the timing of the futurepeak price period of the
currentmarket,since this particularexpectation
is very likely to influence trading strategies.In
particular,traderswould presumablyseek to sell
their holdings in or just prior to the peak price
period. The Periodtrendcannot account for the
change in market direction, but the history of
peak price periods from previous markets, as
dividends, lagged transaction volumes, time trends, and
others. In analysis not reported here, we examined specifications in which such variables were included. While at
times significant, they add little to the fit of the models and
do not much alter the estimates of the key trend variables.
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embodied in the variable Markettrend, may
influence expectations of price peaks for the
currentmarket.Indeed, we find that the expectations individuals have about the timing of the
peak price period of the currentmarketcan be
accurately predicted using only observed peak
price periods in previous markets.Considerthe
following simple model of adaptive expectations, a special case of the form introducedby
Phillip Cagan (1956):7
(4)

peakbelief= peakactual;
peakfelief= ppeakactual+ (1 - P3)peak'ctual;
peak4ief

-

peakctual
+ (1 - p)[p3peak2actual
+ (1 - P3)peakctual],

wherepeakeliefis an individual'spredictedpeak
price period in marketm (for clarity,indices for
the individual submitting the prediction and
the period of elicitation are suppressed).In this
model, an individual expects the price peak in
market 2 to occur in the same period as it did
in period 1. In market3, he weights the time the
peak price period occurred in markets 1 and 2
in forming his prediction of the timing of the
price peak, and performs a similar calculation
for market4.
We estimated /3, using the data from t = 3,
and treating each individual as an independent
observation, to minimize the mean deviation
between individuals' submitted beliefs about
the peak price period of the current market
and the model's prediction of their beliefs. The
estimated p/3of 0.67 yields a mean difference of
0.01 periods, with a standarddeviation of 3.33
periods. Thus, when predicting the peak price
period for market3, individualsappearto place
on averagetwice as much weight on activity in
7We considerherethe predictionof the peak price period,
the periodwith the highest observedtransactionprice.As an
alternative,we can consider the period with the maximum
positive difference between price and fundamental value.
The results are nearly identical since the two peak period
measuresusually coincide or are very close to each other.
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market 2 than on market 1 in their prediction.
For market 4, twice as much weight is placed
on market3 than on prior markets.Overall, the
data support Hypothesis 1 for expectations of
both price movementsand marketpeaks. Beliefs
about these variables are formed based on past
marketactivity.
C. Are Beliefs UnbiasedPredictors of
FutureMarketActivity?
Hypothesis 2 states that beliefs, as measured
by the predictionsindividuals submit, are unbiased predictorsof future market activity. This
hypothesis can be examined with respect to
different measures of market activity and over
different horizons. We focus on two measures
of marketactivity-the price level and the timing of the peak price period-and two horizons-the currentperiod and the entire current
market.
We first check for differences between predicted and actual short-term market price
changes. We find that a strong relationship
exists, althoughchanges in averagebeliefs tend
to understatethe magnitudeof the movementin
the first two markets,which are populatedwith
relatively inexperiencedsubjects. The variables
P,- P,_1, the change in price between one
period and the next, and Bt - Pt1, the average
expectationover subjectsof the change in price
from one period to the next, are positively correlated (recall that is the average prediction
submittedby agentsBt
priorto period t of the price
for period t). However,the predicted change in
price on averageunderestimatesthe actualmagnitude of the price change in markets 1 and 2.
Considerthe following regressionmodel:
(5)

P, - P,_, = a, + P(B: - P,_,)

Equation (5) is a particular specification of
Hypothesis 2 for short-termprice movements.
If a = 0 and p3= 1, short-termexpectationsof
price changes are unbiased, and thus support
Hypothesis2. The estimatedcoefficientfor each
marketis given in Table5. The table shows that
the estimates of p/3
for markets 1 and 2 are significantly greaterthan one, indicating that beliefs
for period t fail to fully anticipatethe change in
price between period t-1 and period t. This bias
may be due to an underestimationon the part of
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TABLE 5-RELATIONSHIP

BETWEEN PREDICTED AND

ACTUAL PRICE CHANGE BETWEEN PERIODS tP -

= a + fP(B

Pt

a
Market 1
Market2
Market3
Market4

-15.769a
(5.115)
-10.297
(3.981)
-7.963
(3.915)
-6.584
(2.901)

-

P,-

R
1.566a
(0.190)
1.550a
(0.180)
1.066
(0.220)
0.921
(0.228)

1 AND t

)

R2
0.453
0.476
0.223
0.193

a Indicates a is significantlydifferent from zero, and P is
significantly different from one, at the 1 percent level.

2-4 are systematicallytoo late:the averagepeak
price period occurs earlier than predicted. The
second is that the average lateness of the estimates is fairly constant over markets 2-4. As
we discuss later in this subsection, this last fact
suggests that the difference in time between
the actual and predictedcrash in prior markets,
coupled with the prediction informationof the
currentmarket,can be useful to an observerin
making his own estimate of when a crash might
occur. The following regression clarifies the
point:
(6)

individualsof the correlationbetween their own
purchase and sale decisions and others' decisions (Noussair and Ruffieux 2004). In markets
3 and 4, the coefficient p3is not significantly
different from one, perhapsindicating that the
markets have become more predictable in the
short term or that individuals become better
short-termforecastersas the marketis repeated.
Thus, while expectationsof future price movements are inaccuratein markets 1 and 2, they
become more accurateas the marketsconverge
towardfundamentalpricing.
We next evaluate Hypothesis 2 with respect
to the timing of peak price periods. While traders may find it difficult to estimate the exact
future price, they may still have an unbiased
projectionof the time at which prices will peak.
Consideration of peak price periods provides
a relatively long-termmeasure of the accuracy
of predictions. Forming beliefs about the timing of price peaks would appearto be especially
important to traders in formulating profitable
tradingstrategies.
Figure 5 illustrates the difference between
the predicted marketpeak, based on individuals' belief assessments and the actual market
peak. Each panel in the figure corresponds to
one of the four markets, and each observation
corresponds to one individual. The data in the
figures are taken from predictionsmade in elicitation period 3. A positive value indicates that
the actual peak occurs earlier than the individual predicted,and a negativevalue indicatesthat
it occurred later than predicted. There are two
clear patternsthat emergefrom the figures.The
first, noted earlier,is thatpredictionsin markets
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peakctual - peakbeief= [3 + f1M2+ f2M3.

In the estimation,the dependentvariableis the
difference between the predictedand the actual
peak priceperiodin marketm, using each market
and session as an observation.The independent
variables are dummies. The variable M2 = 1,
if and only if the observationis from market2,
while M3is the correspondingvariablefor market 3. Both M2andM3equal zero in observations
taken from market 4. In markets in which the
peak price period occurs beforeperiod 3, we use
the periodwith the highestprices duringperiod3
or later.The data from market 1, in which most
individuals do not anticipatea market peak in
the predictions they submit, are not included
in the estimation. The M2 and M3 variables are
introduced to consider whether any systematic
difference between observed and predicted
peaks is the same between markets.
The estimationresultsaredisplayedin Table6.
Separateregressionsare conductedfor the belief
vectors from elicitation periods 3 and 4 to considerwhetherthe results are robustto the choice
of elicitation period. The negative and significant constant, and the small and insignificant
coefficients on M2and M3,indicatethat on average the price peak occurs earlierthan predicted.
This indicates that Hypothesis2 can be rejected
for the predictionof price peaks.
D. Can Beliefs Be Used to Improve
MarketPredictions?
We now turnto the investigationof Hypothesis
3, which asserts that the informationcontained
in traders' predictions is useful to an observer
who is making estimatesaboutfutureprices and
the timing of market peaks. We have already
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FIGURE 5. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OBSERVED AND PREDICTED PEAK PRICE PERIOD, ELICITATION PERIOD 3,
ALL MARKETS AND INDIVIDUALS

(Positivedifferenceindicates thatpeak occurredlater thanpredicted)

shown that there is a lag between traders'predictions and the actual timing of peak price
periods. Showing the length of the lag to be
roughly constant across marketswould support
Hypothesis 3. Indeed, t tests for the hypotheses
= 32
that p,1= 0 and 32 = 0 and an F-test for p31
= 0 cannot reject the hypothesis that the average lag is the same in markets2, 3, and 4, for
either elicitationperiods 3 or 4. This means that
an observer of belief vectors in early periods
can predict the peak price period, if he knows
predictionsand prices in earliermarkets,by predicting that the same time lag would appearin
the currentmarket.
We now turn from price peaks to price levels, and consider whether an observercan benefit from traderexpectation data to predict the

evolution of prices. Consider the net appreciation an individualpredictsfor the asset between
the currentand the next period, given by B ,Rt+l
- B,~m,.We will say that an individual is a
short-termpessimist8 if his predictionshave the

8 Note that since fundamentalvalues decline over time,
such pessimism may not be irrationalor unusual.Some pessimism may arise from previously overestimatingthe price
level. To check this, we defineda Disappointed Traderas an
individualwhose most recent price predictionfor period t is
higher than the actual price in period t, that is, an individual
i whose predictionsatisfiesBm,,> P,. We define the average
disappointmentas i (Bi,m,t- P,)/n, the mean predictionjust
before period t minus the actual price in period t. Replacing
the pessimism measures in equation (7) with either the
number of disappointed tradersor the average disappointment level yields similar but weaker results. When average
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BETWEENACTUALANDPREDICTED
PEAKPRICEPERIOD
TABLE6-REGRESSION ESTIMATES
FORTHEDIFFERENCE
peakctual

Period of elicitation

peakbiei

-4.227a
-4.841a

=

1O+

(IM2 + f2M3

11

f3o

3
4
a

-

(0.495)
(0.519)

-0.584
0.181

F-test p-value

32

(0.670)
(0.702)

-0.395
0.162

(0.670)
(0.702)

0.678
0.962

Indicates coefficient is significantlydifferent from zero at the 1 percentlevel.

propertythatBit, < B,~m,.We considerwhether
the larger the amount of short-termpessimism
in the market, the more the price falls between
period t - 1 and t. We estimate the following
equation:
(7)

Pm,t

-

=

Pm,
t-1

X

(Pm,

t-1 -ft-1)

0o

1-S

+ 12

+
3(Pm, t-1 -m,

t-2).

St is a measureof currenttraderexpectationsin
marketm. We use two differentstatistics to represent this construct. The first is Nt, denoting
the number of "short-termpessimists" in market m at time t. The second is A,, the average
short-termpessimism, measured by Ei(Bf,m,t
Bm,\)/n, where n is the numberof traders.The
hypotheses of model (7) are that the magnitude
of a net price decrease is positively relatedto:
* The pessimism of tradersas capturedin their
belief statements;
* The degree to which prices exceed fundamental values; and
* The negativity of the currentprice trend.
In other words, the hypotheses are that 13 < 0,
32 < 0, and 13 > 0. The estimates are shown
in Table 7A for Sm= Nt and in Table 7B for
St = A.
For all four marketsand under both specifications, prices exhibit larger net decreases the
more overvalued they are relative to fundamentals and the less positive the currentprice
trend.Knowing eitherthe numberof pessimistic

disappointmentis included, P2 and 13 have the same sign
as in Tables 7A and 7B and are always significant, except
for p3 in market 4. For the number of disappointed traders, P32and P3have the same sign as in Tables 7A and 7B,
but 13is significant only for market 1. Both measures of
disappointmentyield significantly negative coefficients in
markets 1-3.

tradersor the average marketpessimism, however, provides additionalpredictive power. As
can be seen in Table 7A, in markets 1-3, the
numberof pessimists Nmis negatively and significantlyrelatedto the changein price from one
period to the next. Similar results are observed
in Table 7B for average marketpessimism At.
The data, therefore, support Hypothesis 3.
Knowing the beliefs of individualsin the market
is useful in predicting short-termmarket price
movements,even if one knows the currenttrend
and the fundamentalvalue.
IV. Conclusion
Understandingthe relationshipbetween traders' expectations and price movementsin asset
marketsis difficult,due to the unobservabilityof
both fundamentalvalues andbeliefs. In the laboratory,however,marketsmay be constructedin
which fundamentalvalues areknownandbeliefs
may be measured.In this paper,we investigate
how beliefs about future market prices are
formed and how they evolve, as agents acquire
more trading experience in an experimental
asset market.Eliciting price predictionsfor the
entirefuturetrajectoryof marketprices andover
the lifespan of multipleassets allows us to report
results that cannot be established when only
short-termprice predictions,such as those of the
marketprice for next periodonly, are elicited.
Replicatingthe experimentalresultsof Smith,
Suchanek, and Williams (1988), Van Boening,
Williams,andLaMaster(1993),andDufwenberg,
Lindqvist, and Moore (2005), we find that as
tradersgain experience, marketbubbles shrink
and prices track fundamentals more closely.
Smith et al. (1988), who elicited predictions
one period in advance, observedthat short-term
predictionsreflecta continuationof trendsof the
currentmarketinto the next period. We extend
these results here to long-termpredictions, and
establish a numberof new results. We find that
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EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF PESSIMISTS, THE DEVIATION FROM FUNDAMENTAL VALUES, AND CURRENT PRICE
TREND ON PRICE CHANGES, ALL MARKETS AND SESSIONS
Pt -

Market 1
Market2
Market3
Market4
a

Pt-

=

flN'

+ P2(Pt-I-f-l)

P3(Pt-1-

t-

31

0o
0.201
(4.644)
27.608a
(8.275)
12.453
(8.209)
-15.922
(9.044)

Pt-2)

32

-6.158a
(1.688)
-6.388a
(1.919)
-3.329a
(1.566)
-0.018
(1.494)

-0.155a
(0.021)
-0.249a
(0.053)
-0.546a
(0.094)
-0.430a
(0.087)

3
1.618a
(0.122)
0.244a
(0.104)
0.237a
(0.102)
0.187
(0.099)

R2
0.822
0.431
0.348
0.307

Indicates coefficient is significantly different from zero at the 5 percent level.

TABLE 7B--THE

EFFECT OF AVERAGE PESSIMISM, THE DEVIATION FROM FUNDAMENTAL VALUES, AND CURRENT PRICE TREND
ON PRICE CHANGES, ALL MARKETS AND SESSIONS

Pt - P, , =

Market2
Market3
Market4

Po+

flA' +

2(Pt-1- ft-l) +

t3(Pt-1Pt-2)

131

12

-13.035a

-1.530a

-0.173a

(3.063)
-5.671
(5.757)
-3.382
(4.004)
-17.607a
(3.115)

(0.316)
-1.996a
(0.385)
-1.041a
(0.343)
0.292
(0.361)

(0.019)
-0.205a
(0.048)
-0.544a
(0.091)
-0.426a
(0.086)

0o

Market 1

a

Po +

13
1.189a

(0.164)
0.084
(0.104)
0.182
(0.102)
0.214a
(0.098)

R2
0.842

0.526
0.388
0.316

Indicates coefficient is significantly different from zero at the 5 percent level.

inexperienced traders initially expect a trajectory of constanttransactionprices over time for
the remainderof the life of the asset. Later,their
long-term predictions reflect a continuation of
past trends, originating in both the currentand
prior markets.These predictionscan be characterized with simple adaptiverules. The fact that
price bubbles form and are sustained is consistent with, and supportedby, traders'long-term
price expectations. As the market is repeated
and market prices move closer to fundamentals, predictions also come to correspondmore
closely to fundamentalvalues and the prediction
bias decreases. During the convergenceprocess,
however, when downturnsoccur, marketpeaks
consistently occur earlierthan traderspredict.
The results above are consistent with a
particular conjecture about the nature of the
dynamics of convergence to fundamentalpricing. Predictionbiases during a bubbleappearto
occur because, while individualsbase their predictions on history,they also optimize theirtrading behavioraccordingly.Individualsattemptto

reduce purchases and to increase sales when
they anticipate that a price peak is imminent.
The effect of this behavioris to cause deviations
of prices from traders'predictions, to attenuate
bubbles,and to make marketpeaks occurearlier
than they did in markets the same individuals
participatedin previously.Because expectations
are adaptive,the ever-smallerbubbles and earlier peak price periods influence, in turn, the
predictionsin the next market.The final resultof
this process is that bubblemagnitudesconverge
towardzero andthe peak price period converges
towardperiod 1, in accordancewith fundamental value pricing.By the fourth marketin which
a group of tradersparticipates,prices trackfundamental values closely. Convergence of asset
markets to fundamentalvalues in our markets
thus appearsto occurbecausetradersuse trading
strategiesthat are profitablegiven their expectations, which are in turn based on history. That
is, adaptive expectations, coupled with profit
maximization, characterize a dynamic process
of convergence toward fundamental pricing.
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Prediction biases are absent only when prices
are trackingfundamentals.
We also find that, as long as prices deviate
from fundamental values, data on individual
traders'expectationscanbe useful to an observer
in predicting future price movements. This
statementis strongerthan a mere confirmation
of the notion that expectationsare an important
influence on future prices. We find that, even if
an observer knows the currentprice trend and
the fundamentalvalue, the expectationinformation provides additionalpower to predict future
prices. Because, however, expectations in part
reflect decision biases, such as underestimation of the magnitude of future price changes,
they are more useful predictorsof futuremarket
activity if they are reinterpretedappropriately.
In our markets, the belief information can be
used to provide unbiasedlong-termpredictions
of the timing of marketprice peaks. The belief
informationis also useful in predictingthe direction and, in markets with experienced traders,
the magnitude of short-termprice movements.
Thus, while individuals generate price predictions looking backward using historical data,
these predictionsare nonethelessuseful tools in
anticipatingthe futuremovementof prices.
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